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names
Put into effect on April 1, 2018

CONSENT TO PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING

By the present annex the Parties agree on the following provisions on the processing of personal
data provided by the Customer to the Contractor for the execution of the Agreement.
1. Under the processing of personal data of the Customer (personal data subject) is understood the
actions (operations) of the Contractor with personal data, including collection, systematization,
accumulation, storage, clarification (update, change), use, distribution (including transfer),
depersonalization, blocking, destruction of personal data.
2. The purpose of the Customer personal data provision and its further processing by the
Contractor is to provide the Customer services of the Contractor. The present Consent is valid
during the term of the Agreement and not less than three years from the date of its termination.
3. The conclusion of the present Annex in the manner provided in p. 1.3. of the Agreement is
accepted by the Parties as the Customer’s consent executed in simple written form, for processing
the following personal data: surname, name, patronymic; date of birth; postal addresses (at the
place of registration and for contact details); information about citizenship; the number of the
basic document proving the identity of the Customer, information about the date of issuance of the
document and the issuing authority; tax identification number, phone numbers; fax numbers;
email addresses (E-mail).
4. The Parties shall accept the following data as publicly available personal data: surname, name,
patronymic name in English transcription; e-mail; postal address (for contacts), telephone, fax.
5. For the execution of the present Agreement the Customer provides the Contractor the right to
perform the following actions (operations) with personal data: collection and accumulation;
storage during the term of the Contract and not less than the statutory storage time of reporting,
but not less than three years from the date of termination of the Agreement; clarification
(updating, change); use; destruction; depersonalization; transfer, to third parties listed in p.6 of the
present Annex, compliance with measures that protect personal data from unauthorized access. If
the Contractor considers that the actions taken shall not ensure full protection of personal data
during the transmission, the Customer agrees that his personal data will be transferred in a
depersonalized form, if it does not entail the inoperability of the Customer's services or inability to
provide the Customer with appropriate services.
6. Withdrawal of consent to personal data processing can be carried out by sending the Customer
of the relevant order in writing to the Contractor. The Customer agrees that such a review may
entail consequences provided for by paragraph 7.2.3. of the Agreement.
7. The list of third parties to which personal data are transferred:
Name, Address of the
organization
Technical center of
Internet LTD.
8 Marta St., 1, bldg.
12, 127083, Moscow
Tel. + 7 495 7302969

The activity of the
organization
Support of the main
registry of domains .RU,
.РФ, .SU

The type of
data transfer

The list of personal data
- surname, name, patronymic
Russian and English;
- address;
- postal address for contacts;
- telephone numbers;

in

Transfer
within the
Russian
Federation
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- fax numbers;
- email addresses (e-mail);
- date of birth;
- citizenship data;
- the number of the basic document
proving the identity of the Customer,
information about the date of issuance
of the document and the issuing
authority

